
Appendix A: A Brief Timeline of Apartment Living

2nd Century B.C.E | Roman Insulae

“…Two tame oxen had climbed the stairs of a multi-storey building, ending up 
on the tiled roof,” wrote Roman historian Livy in 191 B.C.E.. Unremarkable 
though this may seem, Livy’s off the cuff remark is one of the earliest known 
accounts of Rome as a vertical city, a place where its massively growing 
population lived in multi-storey residential buildings known as insulae. 
Typically five storeys in height, these buildings would contain a mix of 
gardens, shopfronts and communal spaces, serving the functional necessity 
for Rome’s one million inhabitants and an urban density unseen until the 
Industrial Revolution. 

Early-11th Century C.E. | Hanging Gardens of Misr

Persian writer Nasir Khusrow writes:
“Looking at the town of Misr from a distance, one has the impression of  
a mountain. There are houses fourteen stories high, while others are limited 
to seven...[there is] a garden on the terrace of a seven-storey house…
where he had planted orange…banana, and other fruit trees…”

Now a part of Old Cairo, the ancient city of Misr had apartments which were 
not merely the norm, but as this account shows, also a place of urban farming 
and roof gardens. 

1419 | Ming Dynasty Fujian Tulou

Home to Hakka peoples of Fujian province, these rounded multi-storey clan 
buildings had solid walls and few windows faced out, with the majority of 
tulous containing only one entry point, ensuring that the village tower was 
a formidable fortification to protect the residential community within. Whilst 
families would each occupy individual suite of rooms, the entire clan could 
congregate in the courtyard, used for major social events such as ancestor 
worship and wedding celebrations.

1542 | Procurate of Venice

Formed during the enlargement of Piazza San Marco , the Procurate  
Vecchie of 1512 runs parallel to the newly formed square and was  
developed specifically as rental apartments. The typology of  
case di stazio or housing for noblemen were already commonplace  
in the fast growing Commune of Venice. Not only did it provide income  
to the state through rental agreements, but its inhabitants, the noblemen of 
a growing trade empire, retained their proximity and access to the Palazzo 
Ducale, Venice’s seat of power.

1540 | Sebastian Serlio’s Mercanto Loggia

As networks between nations became more formalised during the 
Renaissance, so systems of mercantilism demanded a rise for mixed-use 
developments comprising both housing and shops. Contained in Sebastian 
Serlio’s Seven Books of Architecture is one such example, the loggia per 
mercanti da negotiare of 1540-1542, a four storey building which contained 
eight shops and a four-seat communal privy on the ground floor, and  
self-contained apartments on the upper three floors and built to suit the 
housing needs of Florentine merchants trading in Lyons, France.

1617 | Gladstone’s Land

As power became increasingly consolidated and the conception of nations 
become more pronounced from the 15th Century onwards, so the gentry 
followed their Lords and Kings into the city. In 16th Century Scotland, it was 
the upper class who championed apartment living, referred to as ‘flaets’ 
(meaning a floor or storey) and eventually becoming our contemporary term, 
flats.  One of the oldest known tenements in Edinburgh is Gladstone’s Land, 
dating to 1617 and known to have been predominantly occupied by upper- 
and middle-class owners throughout the history of the city’s Old Town.

1829 | Tremont House Hotel, Boston

To meet an increasing demand of luxury urban housing by the late 1820s 
in fast growing cities such as Boston in the United States, places such as the 
Tremont House Hotel had become increasingly commonplace. Whilst its 
name retained the word ‘hotel,’ the design and intent for a number of the 
‘hotel’ suites was catered for long-term residents.  

1853 | Haussmann’s Paris Redevelopment

As the population of Paris exploded from 581,000 to 2,714,000 by the start 
of the 20th Century, the need for urban housing was met equally, with an 
increasing view that apartments were a place of “sanctuary from the noise 
and activity of the street where the living rooms within a unit also became 
viewed as “public rooms” whilst bedrooms and studies became increasingly 
secluded and interior spaces. Haussmann’s grand straight boulevards focused 
the pedestrian gaze away from the tree lined streets and apartment buildings 
on either side, the perspectival emphasis instead directing the gaze towards 
majestic civic buildings or monuments.

1857 | Hotel Pelham, Boston

This model of long-term hotel accommodation continued to find popularity 
and refinement in America, culminating in the 1857 Hotel Pelham, regarded 
broadly as the first modern apartment building in the United States.   
Designed specifically to cater only for long-term residents, its rooms had no 
individual kitchens but was luxuriously serviced, encompassing shared dining 
halls, a concierge, a porter, centralised laundry and housecleaning services 
which makes it hugely reminiscent of the serviced apartment typology we 
have now come to know. 

1859 | Cerda’s Plan for Barcelona

Cerda recognised the urban city’s radical separation of industry and 
inhabitation. His plan for Barcelona centred on city design as “survey 
before plan,” that networks and systems of pedestrian movement, waste and 
sewerage management, coupled with access to public space, to lighting and 
ventilation were the keys to a successful modern city.

1854 | The Peabody Trust Commercial Street Social Housing Project

London continued to lead the world as one of the densest and largest cities in 
the world. Between 1801 – 1901, the population exploded from 1.09 million 
to over 6.5 million, and by then, close to 60% of the English and Welsh 
population lived in units of five or more rooms in configurations which served 
as the precursor to our modern apartment layouts. In 1864, the Peabody 
Trust, the first social housing provider in the United Kingdom, opened an 
apartment complex in Commercial Street, Spitalfields. 

1875 | Queen Anne’s Mansions, London

London echoed the trend of other cities in attracting a new class of urban 
elites who left their country manors in favour of serviced apartments in the 
city. Queen Anne’s Mansions of 1875 provided the comforts of middle-class 
living through self-contained units, with the added benefit of communal dining 
rooms and personal attendants. The mansions continued to be leased out in 
a long-term manner rather than in the free-hold ownership known today, but 
broadly leased for long term periods, with the expectations that these units 
would serve as people’s homes. 

1876 | The Dumbbell Apartment Plan, New York City

Won by a surveyor, the proposed apartment sat on an 8-by-33 metre site, 
planned as a terrace row with four apartments serviced by two shared 
bathrooms on each floor. An internal lightwell ensured that every room would 
have an outer window, and its resulting internally pinched shape gave rise 
to its name as the New York dumbbell plan. With the passage of a New 
York ordinance requiring external windows to every bedroom the following 
year, the dumbbell plan became the staple of developer driven tenement 
apartments, rising between five to seven floors throughout New York.

1879 | Albert Hall Mansions

Richard Norman Shaw’s Albert Hall Mansions built in three phases from 
1879 onwards comprised multi-storey luxury units comprising servants 
quarters, dining rooms and drawing room configurations, was the first time 
Victorians began to accept the ‘Parisian mode’ of apartment living. 

1902 | Ebenezer Howard’s Garden Cities of To-Morrow

Seeing the chaos of the Victorian city and the epidemics of dirty, urbanised 
areas of old European cities, urbanist Ebenezer Howard sought to segregate 
the city by its functions - home, work and industry to provide a solution and 
a healthy environment for the flourishing for the city. Whilst his work has 
promoted the idea of healthy garden suburbs, it has also been responsible 
for the rise of suburban sprawl, the decline of inner city areas and the 
unsustainable cycle of automobile density by encouraging cities to spread 
outwards. 

1914 | Le Corbusier’s Dom-ino Construction

Ideas of rationalisation and efficiency pervaded l’espirit nouveau of 
Modernism at the hands of Le Corbusier, who’s idealised form of the  
Dom-ino house was “not the design of a building but the design of an 
economic process that, starting from the architecture of domestic space, 
would involve the redesign of the entirety of the city…understood as the 
ultimate example of how economy has conquered architectural form.”

1951 | Lake Shore Drive Apartments, Chicago

Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe’s ‘Less is More’ principle was made tangible by 
his housing project in Chicago – 860-880 Lake Shore Drive Apartments. The 
project, represented his belief that “order was the only saving bulwark against 
pervasive social decay…[and] his work derived its virtue from the use of the 
simplest geometries and the visible statement of the technology by which the 
building was put together.”

1952 | Unite d’Habitation, Marseilles

As the logical extension of his Five Points of Architecture, Unité focused on 
the provision of refined floor plans which were highly efficient both in terms 
of an equity of amenity and the minimisation of service areas. All other 
areas outside of the home would be dedicated to the community at large. 
His béton brut apartment block was conceived as a “vertical garden city” 
where families would be given privacy within their own unit, but outside of this 
module, spaces for shopping, eating, exercising, and gathering would foster 
community living and congregation – “a city within a city.”

1960 | Singapore Housing Development Board Established

As part of its policy of multiculturalism and ‘racial harmony’ the Singaporean 
government “enforced physical integration of the races within the housing 
estates…[where] the different races have been redistributed by quota…
approximately the proportion of the racial composition of the total 
Singaporean population…”133 Today, the city’s population boasts 85% living 
in Housing Development Board (HDB) flats, of which 80% have 99-year 
leases, the equivalent of a mortgage resulting in a strong sense of individual 
pride and place in the nation’s prosperity.

1962 | Domain Park Flats, Melbourne

Containing predominantly two-bedroom units, Robin Boyd’s Domain Park 
Towers was completed in 1962 and is regarded as one of Australia’s first 
modern apartment towers. 

1962 | Blues Point Tower, Sydney

Principles of modularity in modern construction were engaged in part, to 
cater for a rising new generation of city inhabitants who no longer conformed 
to the traditional model of the nuclear family, the result of post-war societal 
development and the gradual dissolution of gender and social classes. Harry 
Seidler’s Blues Point Tower in Australia reflected this desire, introducing a 
tower overlooking Sydney’s waterfront with unit sizes starting at 30 sqm.

1967 | Habitat ‘67, Montreal 

In Montreal, Canada, Moshe Safdie’s Habitat ‘67 sought to “resist the 
lazy distinction of high-rise inner city and low-rise suburbia,” attempting to 
demonstrate how an apartment building could operate within a suburban 
context, without the tyranny of blandness which had already become 
associated with the extremes of both conditions.

1964 | Marina City, Chicago

When completed in 1964 by architect Betrand Goldberg, Chicago’s Marina 
City apartment towers were the tallest concrete and residential structures in 
the world. The intent of the 450-unit complex was to reverse the increasing 
trend of ‘urban exodus’ of Chicago’s city dwellers into the suburbs by 
promoting the superior conveniences of the vertical city.

1965-1976 | Barbican Estate, London

The Barbican Estate, rebuilt over Blitzed ruins on the north-west corner of the 
City of London, containing over 2000 units alongside  school, musical college 
and an arts centre comprising galleries and theatres.124 The development’s 
aims for “the new urban elite” of London showed that sufficient investment 
could in fact, bring people back into the city from the suburbs, setting the 
stage to demonstrate that high-rise urban living was not confined to “concrete 
monoliths” for “London’s poorest residents.”

1972 | Demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe Housing Complex

The epitome of the anti-apartment perspective can be found in St. Louis, 
Missouri, where Minoru Yamasaki’s Pruitt-Igoe Housing Scheme of 1956 
containing 2,870 apartments came to be seen as a site of gang activity, drug 
dealing, prostitution and murder within a decade of its completion.131 With 
its failing heaters, overflowing toilets and infamy cemented in the minds of the 
public, Charles Jencks happily declared that it had been given its “coupe de 
grace by dynamite” in its nationally televised implosion in 1972.

2013 | One Central Park, Sydney

Like a modern Hanging Gardens of Babylon, One Central Park, the brain 
child of Jean Nouvel in partnership with vertical gardner Patrick Blanc aims 
to redefine what a skyscraping housing block can be in the 21st Century. 
Alongside its numerous awards and innovations, the building has now been 
listed as one of the fifty most influential tall buildings of the last half-century by 
the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitats.

2021 | Central Park Tower (Nordstrom Tower), New York City

Along the hallowed billionaire’s row of New York City, a new generation of 
super-tall, super-luxury housing for the super-rich is poliferating. Nordstrom 
Tower, a 98-storey building comprising 179 luxury apartments, a ‘pencil-
skyscraper’ and the tallest apartment tower in the world is due to open its 
doors by the end of 2021. 

1533 | Shibam Hadramwat - The Manhattan of the Desert

Contemporaneously named ‘The Manhattan of the Desert,’ the city of Shibam 
Hadramawt in modern-day Yemen was a dense place, a city on a plateau 
which responded to the need for refuge from the desert. A simple construction 
method of mixing soil, hay and water into bricks enabled thick walls, with 
windowless ground floors for livestock and grain storage and uppermost 
levels serving as family rooms and social areas. Thick mud walls also 
provided heat protection whilst narrow alleys direct the flow of cool air in the 
evenings, allowing the entire city to breath. 

An extraction of information from ‘Hope in High-Rise: An Exploration of Urban Density and Apartment Design’ by Hugo Chan, 2021.

Architecture which strives to reach for the sky is nothing new. From the fabled Tower of Babel, to the Pharaohs’ Pyramids of Egypt,  
to the Cathedrals of Gothic France and Germany, to the glass corporate skyscrapers which grace every major city of the world today, 
the idea of reaching up has existed since time immemorial. Yet behind all of these symbolic buildings of power and prestige stretching 
vertically was a pairing of residential buildings, reaching upwards instead of outwards and challenging our contemporary notion 
that living densely is somehow a relatively recent and undesirable phenomenon. From the Roman insulae to the Chinese tulou, from 
the Parisian pied-a-terre to the Brooklyn tenement, apartments and dense living have in fact been permeating throughout the entire 
spectrum of history, transcending both cultural and social borders. In some instances, apartments were born more out of necessity than 
of preference – the result of community protection from external threats of invasion, or the pragmatic needs of limited space and the 
ever present pressures of economics. At the same time however, many of the attributes we associate with apartment living today, be it 
proximity to an economic hub or the vibrance of being near seats of society, culture or politics have also pervaded concepts of urban 
living throughout history. 
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